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• Actionable evidence-based 
information about childhood obesity 
prevention needs to be broadly 
disseminated1

• Parents of infants and toddlers are an 
important audience for information 
about obesity prevention, but little is 
known about what promotes parents’ 
application of information about infant 
growth and nutrition2,3

• Theories of health and information 
behavior suggest that information 
need, information integration, and  
behavioral capacity and intent 
characteristics influence information 
use, however research is needed to 
test this hypothesis4

Participants
• First-time parents (N = 423; 89% 

Female; 75% White/Caucasian) of 
children 0 to 24 months old completed 
an online survey about their most recent 
search for child feeding information

Measures
• Information seeking aptitude 

o Topic interest
o Information urgency 

• Behavioral capacity and intent 
o Prior knowledge
o Current knowledge
o Strength of behavioral intent 

• Information integration
o Cognitive and affective responses
o Satisfaction
o Search status 

• Behavioral application
o Making a purchase
o Preparing a recipe 
o Using a new feeding approach
o Using a new parenting approach

Analyses
• Decision tree modeling is a machine-

learning approach to identifying how 
selected features and their interactions 
classify an outcome variable5,6 

• A pruned decision tree model was 
generated using a two-step growth and 
pruning approach in R (R packages: 
rpart, rminer, pROC, ROSE) 

• Training data (80%) were balanced using 
the random over-sampling examples 
(ROSE) approach7

• The final pruned model was determined 
by the lowest cross-validated error rate

• How do information seeking aptitude, 
information integration, and 
behavioral capacity and intent classify 
parents’ behavioral application of
information about infant and toddler
feeding?
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Conclusions
• Parents were more likely to apply information about infant and toddler feeding when 

they felt motivated and moderately-to-highly satisfied with the information obtained

• Parents were less likely to apply information when they did not feel motivated by the 
information obtained and perceived their search as ongoing

• Future research should examine these associations using longitudinal and 
experimental study designs to determine causality and inform the dissemination of 
evidence-based information about childhood obesity prevention 

Figure. Pruned decision tree model classifying parents’ behavioral application of infant and toddler feeding information. 
Terminal nodes depict (top to bottom): Classification; class probability; percentage of sample classified by the branch.

• The most salient features of behavioral application were motivation, satisfaction,
current knowledge, prior knowledge, information urgency, and ongoing search status

• The pruned model had an accuracy of 62.4% and an area under the receiver operating 
curve (AUC) value of 0.74 (SE = 0.05), suggesting a medium-to- large effect of the 
collective features on behavioral application8
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